
Redefining How Work and People Connect
Your Marketplace for Healthcare IT Staffing

The way people hire and work has fundamentally 
changed for good. And it’s time for a technology 
platform focused on the business demands  
of managing this new flexible workforce. The 
new Talent economy is upon us, and Revuud is 
here to help you manage and work within this 
advancing flexible work mentality.

Revuud empowers a connected community  
of Healthcare Systems and vetted healthcare  
IT Talent to work together, without a middle  
person, to fulfill interim, fractional, project, or 
permanent staffing needs.

Healthcare Systems

• Build and manage proven  
 talent groups

• Post projects and search for your  
 ideal talent match

• Message talent directly 

• Create and send engagement  
 details through Revuud

• Streamline talent on boarding  
 and workflows 

Talent 

• Build your profile and access job  
 postings in Revuud 

• Set your rates and work availability –  
 part-time/full-time/contract to hire

• Get hired directly with no  
 non-competes

• Accept part-time jobs as needed  
 with multiple clients 

• Get paid twice a month at your  
 accepted engagement rate

Connecting Healthcare Systems and IT Talent Through an Online Marketplace

When Healthcare Systems and Talent are in control of the work engagement,  
everyone wins. The Healthcare Systems’ contractor spend averages 35% less, and  

Talent takes home significantly more than if they were working through an agency.
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Human-centered 
Technology at Its Best

Revuud’s CEO has almost 20 years of experience 
in healthcare software and technology innovation,  
product vision, and executive consulting.  
Revuud’s COO has, for more than 20 years,  
built businesses from start-up, and strategy to 
implementation, resulting in a highly successful 
SaaS software company. Together, they started 
Revuud with the mindset that there must be a 
better way for Healthcare Systems and Talent  
to find and work with one another—without 
staffing agency inefficiencies and costs.

At Revuud, we wanted to incorporate technology  
that doesn’t replace relationships, but rather 
augments the Healthcare System and Talent  
relationship by removing the third party from 
the equation. By bringing together a robust  
network of the best talent resources, client  
success managers to help with the day-to-day, 

and a recruiting network, we can ensure we 
connect the best Talent with Healthcare  
Systems. Technology is here today and plays a 
valuable role in how people secure and procure 
work. It’s time we embrace this technology to 
support a scalable workforce.

Our goal is simple—to create and enable a  
business model for Healthcare Systems and  
Talent that simplifies the process of building  
an engaged and flexible workforce. This model  
supports what the Center for the Transformation 

of Work describes as ‘strengthened workforce 
agility through contingent workers’ and  
‘rebuilding the future of work’. Revuud is  
well-positioned to ensure that Healthcare  
Systems and Talent meaningfully connect in  
a way where Healthcare Systems pay less, and 
Talent makes more.

Contact us to learn more about the Revuud Online Marketplace

Developing trusted relationships is the 

mission that powers the technology 

behind the Revuud online marketplace 

and transforms how Healthcare 

Systems and Talent connect, engage, 

and work together. 

info@revuud.com

Intentionally Connected

Tech Focused 

Trusted and On-Trend 
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